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Doctoral thesis deals in with Roma language in the town of Jelšava. Subdialect of native 

Roma town citizens (hereinafter L1) and the subdialect of Roma citizens who moved in to the 

town of Jelšava (hereinafter L2). Goal of our paper is to present selected dialectological and  

sociolinguistic aspects of contact between L1 – L2. In pursuance of selected phenomenons we 

want to present contrastivity L1 – L2, lexical variation L1 – L2, extent and tenor of L1 ↔ L2 

accommodation. We interpret and confront these within three generations of L1 and three 

generations of L2, aggregate for L1 and aggregate for L2. Our paper likes to observe the rate 

of change and evolutional tendencies in this area, from oldest L1 and L2 generation to 

youngest L1 and L2 generation. Young generation represents for us the indicator of 

evolutional tendencies and predictions for observation of these linguistic processes. The town 

of Jelšava is for us the only one known habitat in Slovak republic, where these  linguistic 

processes in referred intentions and parameters occur in real conditions and where we can 

observe them. In this paper we want to manifest the reciprocal influence of two dialects in 

contact of L1 and L2 speakers caused by the impact of innovative L1 – L2 elements, L1 ↔ L2 

contrastive vocabulary accommodation considering mutual enrichment of these subdialects 

with an output towards their progresive unification, shuffle and rise of new specificity, which 

is distinctive for the town of Jelšava. Paper is thematically divided into three chapters. In first 

chapter of the paper, author characterizes and localizes the town of Jelšava, demographic 

structure of it´s inhabitants, demographic structure of Roma native and immigrated in the 

intention of lingual situation in Jelšava town. As a tool for lingual situation in Jelšava town 

revelation, self – reflections of Roma are used, their acceptance, preferences, orientation 

within the knowledge and use of Roma language, productional roma – slovak bilingualism 

and passive bidialectism L1 – L2. Secound chapter of our paper presents research section, 

methods and techniques used in the research, research file and data collection, characteristic 

of research process stages. In this chapter author sets three sections according to research 

goals. First one is phonetic variants of L1 and L2 contrastive vocabulary, which are 

subsequently devided in accordance with type of consonant modification. Secound section is 

morphological and word formativ variants of L1 and L2 contrastive vocabulary, which are 

then devided, for example, according to the type of adverbial modificator (L1) opposite prefix 

(L2). Last section is L1 and L2 contrastive vocabulary in substantive semantic circles, which 

is subequently devided according to several of these circles. Research outcomes are presented 

in third chapter. Author evaluates observed results by means of figures and graphs and 

interpretes them in intentions of dialectological and sociolinguistic configuration of Roma 

language aspects distinctive for described locality. He provides an image of Roma language in 

Jelšava town in two contact subdialects, in three generations of L1 and three generations of 

L2. He makes conclusions in different contexts of accommodation range and tenor, in 

different structural features and domains. Author did not extract all contrastive phenomenons 

of two subdialects and analyse them, but this wasn´t a purpose of the paper. As an important 

impact in this area and within the evolution and change of Roma language in the town of 

Jelšava author sees questions and tasks for further research. 
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